
With a proven track record of leading employee engagement programs and driving 
transformational solutions globally, bp2w® is revolutionising the way organisations approach 
employee engagement.

What sets bp2w® apart is its unique approach that goes beyond traditional methods. 

By offering both quantitative and qualitative solutions, bp2w® enhances employee engagement in 
a comprehensive and meaningful way. 

Through its pioneering employee engagement diagnostics, bp2w® has firmly established itself as 
a global leader in this field.

As the modern workplace continues to evolve, certain themes are emerging 
as being crucial to the success of any organisation. An Even Better Place to 
Work, bp2w® is dedicated to helping organisations create an optimal work 
environment, that supports the growth and success of individuals and the 
organisation as a whole.
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Introducing our  

cyber risk@work diagnostic

In today’s digital landscape, 
where cyber threats are on the 
rise, proactive management of 
cyber risks has become essential 
for businesses.

Our cyber risk@work analysis 
examines the probability of exposure or 
loss resulting from a cyber attack or data 
breach on your organisation. This includes 
evaluating employee actions that could impact 
your risk assessment. 

With our comprehensive diagnostic, we evaluate the vulnerabilities and potential risks that your business 
may face. By conducting a thorough assessment, we identify weaknesses in your existing awareness 
measures and deliver actionable recommendations to strengthen your defences.

Using advanced diagnostic capabilities, we analyse your employee practices to determine areas that 
require immediate attention. We understand that your employees play a crucial role in maintaining your 
business’s security.

Don’t let cyber risks compromise your business operations. Invest in our state-of-the-art cyber risk@work 
diagnostic and take proactive steps towards securing your business’s future. With our expertise, you can 
stay one step ahead of cyber threats and ensure the safety and continuity of your business.

Introducing our 
state-of-the-art cyber 
risk@work Management 
Diagnostic, a powerful 
tool designed to assess 
and mitigate potential 
risks, ensuring the 
safety and continuity 
of your business.

Choose our cyber risk@work Management Diagnostic
and safeguard your business today.
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